Cefalù’s Holidays House
HOUSE PRIMACROCE – CEFALÙ

WHO WE ARE

“WHITE HOUSE” – POLLINE

We are a family, not a company, that has
decided to offer and to share with other
guests, for short periods, its houses that
are set in unique and enchantable places.
We rent pleasant and independent
apar tments in the countr y house
furnished with Mediterranean taste and
with the utilities for a holiday at the sea or
in the hill where you can spend lovely
hours by enjoying a panorama and a
natural patrimony that only Sicily can offer.
It is a villa on a hill of Gibilmanna, wonderful view on the sea.
It has two aprtments located 9 kilometers
from Cefalù and from the sea.
The position of the country house enables
to visit the small and characteristic towns
of the Madonie mountains or to come to
the ski-station of Battaglia Pianure.
Two apartments of the villa are been
recently renewed and the are furnished
with the utilities for a comfortable and
lovely holiday.
The roofs of wood, the floors of pink bricks,
the warm and comfortable rooms make
pleasant your staying as in a Alpine hut (of
mountains) and next to the sea.
The apartments have private parking and
a great terrace with a living room furniture
to enjoy lovely moments.

WHERE WE ARE
Cefalù is a at 70 kms from Palermo and it is
the first touristical center of the Western
Sicily. Finale of Polline is on the sea and it
is at 10 kms from Cefalù.
Primacroce

CONTACTS

www.cefalucasevacanze.it
www.holidayhousesicily.com
info@cefalucasevacanze.it
info@holidayhousesicily.com
+ 39 3392841909
+ 39 330696527
+33 667988117

It is a country house that rises on the
headland of Raisgerbi at Finale of Polline
(far 1 kilometer from the village).
It is 10 kilometers away from Cefalù and its
borders the Valtur village of Polline.
The “White House” is the name given by
local fishermen because they have
considered it as a point of reference in the
coast of the Tyrren Sea.
The house fronts the sea, it has direct
access to the sea by inner stairs to the
property.
The below beach is made up of great
pebbles and rocks with beautiful
deepnesses.
The two apartments: Rais and Gerbi of the
house are neighbouring but independent.
They are set in front of the sea, they are
furnished with an equipped terrace to live
under the sun.
They have garden, solarium over the sea
and private parking.

OUR HOUSES

Maison Blanche Pollina

Primacroce - Cefalù

“WHITE HOUSE” - POLLINE “RAIS”

PRIMACROCE 1

It is an exclusive flat, 68 m², at the ground
floor, with five beds, made up of a
bedroom and living room with three beds,
kitchen with entrance from the terrace and
bathroom..
In the living room, it is possible to add a
sixth bed.
The apartment has a Tv with satellite
hook-up, the terrace surrounds the flat; it
has an open space ceiled by a dense
vegetation.
In that terrace, there are a table, chairs,
deck-chairs, living room furniture and
barbecue.
The house has direct access to the sea and
parking.

It is a recently renewed flat, 68 m² with four
beds, made up of bedroom, living room
with two beds (+ 1 on demand), a little
new kitchen with entrance in the terrace
which offers a wonderful view to live
pleasant moments.
The apartment has the bath with shower,
Tv with satellite hook up, a mobile
barbecue, autonomous warming and
parking.

PRIMACROCE 2

“WHITE HOUSE” - POLLINE “GERBI”
It is an exclusive and independent flat (74
m²) with four five beds, with a terrace
having a view on a long path of palms that
brings to the solarium and to the beach.
It is made up of a living room with two
beds (+ 1 on demand), of a bedroom with
a satellite Tv, bathroom and kitchen with
gas cooker and microwaves.
I n the terrace, there are a table,
comfortable chairs, deckchairs and a
mobile barbecue.
The house has direct access to the sea and
private parking.

It is a recently renewed flat (80 m²), with
five beds (+ 1 on demand), made up of a
bedroom plus a spare bed, a bathroom
with shower and a washing machine, a
living room with two beds, a new and large
kitchen with access to the terrace to live
outdoors.
Moreover, there are the Tv with a satellite
hook up, a mobile barbecue and a parking.

